
In our cable segment, we closed 
the year with over 10 million 
revenue generating units, 
including 4.2 million video 
subscribers, 3.8 million data 
subscribers, and 2.1 million fixed 
voice subscribers.

In 2017 I concluded 20 years as CEO of Televisa
Back in 1997, Televisa looked much different than it does 
today. The company was highly leveraged and held a 
number of non-strategic assets. I assembled a solid team 
of executives, and together we succeeded in greatly 
strengthening the Company’s financial position and 
streamlining the business. We have fundamentally repo-
sitioned and reshaped Televisa so that it is now a major 
cable operator in Mexico, a leader in direct-to-home sat-
ellite pay television systems in Mexico, and one of the 
most preeminent media companies in the Spanish-speak-
ing world. While we continually remain focused on im-
proving our business and performance, we have made 
great strides over the last 20 years.

Over the past 20 years we have greatly evolved and 
diversified the business
Televisa has become a much stronger company, in large 
part, by diversifying away from the traditional advertising 
business, which in 2017 accounted for less than 22% of 
consolidated revenues. We are proud of this decision given 
that the traditional advertising business is now under great 
pressure globally. In the process of diversification, we took 
several key steps, including assembling two additional suc-
cessful core businesses. 

First, we now have one the most attractive portfolios of ca-
ble assets in the region. Our cable operation accounts to-
day for 21% of video customers, 22% of fixed data custom-
ers, and 11% of fixed voice customers in Mexico.

Second, we built a highly profitable satellite pay TV opera-
tor (Sky) with eight million customers across the country. 
This means that one in every four homes in Mexico is a cus-
tomer of Sky.
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Third, we greatly increased the sales of our content beyond 
our domestic market. In 2017, close to one third of our 
content revenue came from geographies other than Mexi-
co. Key to this strategy was the renegotiation of our long-
standing program licensing agreement with Univision.

Most remarkably, we were able to achieve all of this while 
maintaining a healthy balance sheet. As of year-end 2017, 
our ratio of net debt to operating segment income stood at 
2.1 times, our rating is investment grade, and the average 
maturity of our debt is over 15 years.

Televisa holds one of the most attractive portfolios 
of cable assets in the region
Growth in our cable division resumed in a very healthy 
manner in the latter part of 2017, following a sharp slow-
down earlier in the year. Most of the temporary slowdown 
resulted from the need to integrate our five cable compa-
nies operationally and from disruption caused by steps we 
took to dramatically improve our service given the highly 
competitive nature of the industry. 

We are pleased with the turnaround of this business. We 
closed the year with over 10 million revenue generating 
units, including 4.2 million video accounts, 3.8 million data 
accounts, and 2.1 million fixed voice accounts.

There is plenty of room for our cable business to grow fur-
ther, particularly in data services. Over the past few years 
we have made significant investments in infrastructure, 
and our network of over 122 thousand kilometers across 
the country now reaches close to 14 million households. 
Thanks to the rebuilding of a large part of our network, 12 
million of those households can now subscribe to data 
speeds of at least 100 megabits if they desire so. 



With data penetration in the country at close to 52%, the 
opportunity is very attractive. In addition, the pool of DSL 
customers, at close to 40% of all existing data customers in 
the country, is large, providing even further opportunities 
for growth.

Sky has transformed itself into one of the most 
successful satellite pay TV operators
Sky, which started as a premium pay TV service accessible 
to a high-end customer base, began its transformation in 
2010 with the launch of a pre-paid pay TV offer. Since then, 
Sky has added close to six million customers reaching a to-
tal of eight million by year-end 2017. In the process, Sky 
has developed an unparalleled sales infrastructure and a 
nationally recognized and highly reputable brand.

Today, Sky has a large and loyal base of pre-paid custom-
ers, who can access their favorite programming at afford-
able rates. It also has a resilient, high-end base of custom-
ers who greatly value Sky’s premium sports offerings and 
rich content offerings. 

The turnaround of our Content business is underway 
The content industry has become much more competitive, 
and our audiences and advertising customers are more 
demanding than ever. As a result, our content business 
had to modernize both its product offering and its adver-
tising sales practices. During 2017, we took dramatic steps 
towards fulfilling these two goals.

We have new leadership in the production and program-
ming of our content. We are listening more closely to our 
audiences in order to better align our content offer with 
their viewing preferences, and we are marketing our pro-
ductions better across our many media platforms. As a re-
sult, during 2017 we made significant progress by increas-
ing ratings on our flagship network by double-digits, even 
as we reduced costs and expenses during the year by ap-
proximately $800 million pesos.  



Properly monetizing the strong viewership of our content 
is a priority for Televisa. As a result, and following interna-
tional best practices, we have changed our advertising 
sales mechanism from a cost-per-spot to one that allows 
us to price our advertising based on ratings delivered. This 
new mechanism will give our clients a performance guar-
antee and help them better target the specific audiences 
they seek. And for Televisa, the new mechanism will allow 
us to use our extensive advertising inventory more effec-
tively, while giving us increased visibility into the outlook of 
our advertising business.

The broadcasting industry will continue to face structural 
challenges around the globe. Today, we continue to believe 
that broadcast advertising is the most effective manner to 
monetize our content in Mexico. That may change in the 
future, therefore we are closely following the evolution of 
viewing preferences and experimenting with other distri-
bution platforms. In the meantime, we are keenly focused 
on delivering strong ratings which, together with our new 
pricing mechanism, should help bring stability back to our 
advertising sales business.

We continue making progress on the ESG front
On January 31st, 2017, once again we were selected to be 
part of the Sustainability Index of the Mexican Stock Ex-
change and S&P Among other actions, we have committed 
to join the United Nations Global Compact, the world’s 
largest corporate sustainability initiative, and to make its 
Ten Principles part of our strategy and daily actions. Finally, 
the Mexican Center for Philanthropy (Cemefi) and the Alli-
ance for Corporate Social Responsibility (AliaRSE) have 
granted Televisa with the ESR® 2018 Socially Responsible 
Company Distinction.

We will continue to manage corporate governance, social 
and environmental risks in order to protect the value of 
our brand and the company’s and shareholders’ interests, 
strengthen our performance and timely respond to the is-
sues relevant to all of our stakeholders.

2018 marks the beginning of a new phase for  
Grupo Televisa
Like other companies in our industry, we continue to face 
many challenges, both in terms of enhancing our opera-
tions and generating shareholder value, but we are starting 
2018 on very solid footing. We have great momentum in 
our cable division, a successful satellite pay TV operation, 
and a strong commitment to complete the turnaround of 
our advertising sales business.

We are fully confident that Alfonso and Bernardo, our two 
new co-CEOs, are well positioned to meet these challeng-
es, while capitalizing on a wide range of new and compel-
ling opportunities.

We will continue to evaluate rigorously our portfolio of assets, 
with our focus always on the best interests of our shareholders.

Thank you,
I thank our employees and executives for their hard work 
and commitment to Grupo Televisa, our Board members 
for their many contributions and guidance, our audiences 
and customers for their loyalty, and our shareholders for 
choosing to be part of Grupo Televisa.
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